Essentials of BUI Detection and Enforcement Course

**DAY ONE**

0800 – 0850 - Module One – Course Intro and Phase One
  Break

0900 – 0950 - Module Two – Phase Two
  Break

1000 – 1030 - Module Three – Review of HGN
  Break

1030 – 1130 - Module Four – Validation of the Seated SFSTs and Legal

1130 – 1230 - LUNCH BREAK

1230 – 1350 - Module Five – Seated SFSTs
  Break

1400 – 1450 - Module Six – Demonstrations and Dry Run Practice
  Break

1500 – 1700 - Module Seven – Testing Subjects

1800 – 2000 Module Eight – Live Alcohol Workshop
** LIVE ALCOHOL WORKSHOP (Optional - Afternoon/evening - Coordinate with host)**

**DAY TWO**

0800 – 0830 Module Nine – Logistical Preparation for BUI Enforcement

0830 – 1000 Module Ten – Review and Proficiency Exams
  Break

1010 – 1000 Module Eleven – Processing the Arrested Subject/Preparation for Trial
  Break

1110 – 1200 Module Twelve – Final Exam and Program Conclusion
Essentials of BUI Detection and Enforcement Course Agenda

This 14 hour course is designed for law enforcement officers who are new to enforcing BUI laws and have already received training in DUI enforcement and the standing SFSTs. This course properly equips new maritime law enforcement officers with the knowledge and tools needed to be effective at BUI enforcement.